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Multiagent-Based Energy Trading Platform for
Energy Storage Systems in Distribution Systems
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Abstract—In this article, an agent-based transactive energy (TE)
trading platform to integrate energy storage systems (ESSs) into
the microgrids’ energy management system is proposed. Using this
platform, two different types of energy storage market models
are proposed to promote local-level (within the microgrid) and
communal- or global-level ESSs’ participation in the intra- and in-
termicrogrid TE markets. Also, a reinforcement learning algorithm
known as simulated-annealing-based Q-learning is used to develop
bidding strategies for ESSs to participate in the TE markets. Be-
sides energy trading, the proposed system also accounts for the
losses caused by energy transactions between ESSs and microgrids
using a complex current-tracing-based loss allocation method. The
overall efficacy of the proposed energy market management system
is demonstrated using a modified IEEE 123-bus distribution system
with multiple microgrids and ESSs. Based on simulation results, it
is observed that the proposed model can effectively reinforce the
balance between the supply and the demand in the microgrids using
the mix of local and global ESSs.

Index Terms—Electricity markets, energy storage systems
(ESSs), microgrids, multiagent systems, transactive energy (TE).

NOMENCLATURE

CDA Continuous double auction.
CESS Centrally located energy storage systems.
DER Distributed energy resource.
DESS Distributed energy storage systems.
DG Distributed generator.
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DI Demand interval.
DSO Distribution system operator.
ESS Energy storage system.
GACA Global energy auction conducting agent.
GenA Generator agent.
GSPA Generalized second price auction.
JADE Java agent DEvelopment.
LoadA Load agent.
MACA Microgrid energy auction conducting agent.
MSMA Microgrid storage market agent.
PTDF Power transfer distribution factor.
SAQL Simulated-annealing-based Q-learning.
SMA Storage market agent.
SOC State of charge.
StrA Storage agent.
TE Transactive energy.
UA Utility agent.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS with intermittent DGs and inelastic loads
pose significant challenges to the microgrid operators in

terms of real-time energy management. Imbalances arose can
be handled by inclusion of appropriate-size ESSs or through
enrollment of loads in demand response programs or a com-
bination of both. The overall energy management can also be
done by operating microgrids as a cluster or a virtual power
plant [1], [2]. In the USA, demand response and ESSs can
compete and participate in the wholesale electricity market along
with the generators as per the orders (719 and 890) passed by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [3]. This paved a
way in using ESSs to shape the load curves and to provide
ancillary services more often. Large CESSs are, in general, used
for ancillary service support in bulk transmission lines, whereas
the small-scale DESSs are typically community level and used
to control the overloading of distribution network elements, such
as transformers and feeders [4]–[7].

ESSs coupled with renewable-energy-based distributed gen-
eration units help in increasing the potential of the renewable
plant by their energy-buffering action [8]. ESSs can be installed
at various locations, such as along the transmission network
for ancillary power and VAR control, or at the distribution
level for peak shaving and stress reduction on system assets
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and at the consumer level for trimming off the load fluctua-
tions [9]. For example, Oh [10] proposed an optimal power
flow approach to utilize ESSs in power transmission network
applications with and without locational constraints. In this
approach, the combined optimization of DGs and ESSs was not
given enough focus, and the proposed methodology demands
large computational time. A day-ahead scheduling framework
for storage systems along with a detailed comparison of DESSs
with CESSs’ installations, including transmission constraints,
was presented in [11]. The proposed model co-optimized the
charging and discharging schedules of CESSs for maximizing
the profit of the storage systems, and the approach was later
extended to aggregated DESSs.

Recently, market-based control of renewable-energy-driven
systems, such as microgrids, has a gained significant attention
of both researchers and utility operators. Also, a notable num-
ber of attempts were reported in the literature on establishing
on-site energy markets that dictate energy injections by DGs
into the system [12]–[18]. Some of these attempts extended
the concept to ESSs, such as the works presented in [13]–[16].
For example, the work presented in [13] introduces the concept
of virtual storage management (modeling each ESSs as two
independent substorages) to address energy imbalances caused
by the intermittent nature of the renewable generation in the
microgrid market environment. Morstyn et al. [15] present a
novel market structure to integrate the demand flexibility of pro-
sumers with ESSs and inelastic loads into the distribution-level
TE management. In this article, the prosumer can be a residential
consumer or a microgrid with elastic/inelastic energy resources.
ESSs of the prosumers are modeled as flexible demand resources
governed by their operating limits. The DSO purchases the
demand flexibility of the prosumers on day-ahead basis and uses
it in the overall management of the distribution system. Davison
et al. [16] present a TE market model suitable for peer-to-peer
energy transactions. In this model, each node in the system
is modeled as a combination of generation, load, and energy
storage and is delegated by an agent. ESSs connected to each
node are used to manage the energy locally or to offer the energy
service to neighboring nodes.

Although a significant number of market models for ESSs
exist, an effective market mechanism that provides adequate
motivation for private players to join the decentralized energy
market as owners of DERs, such as ESSs, is still missing.
Such mechanisms should visualize the storages as prosumers,
i.e., energy sinks during excess power periods and sources
during the power deficit periods irrespective of their location
and adherence. Using this framework, ESSs located anywhere
in the system can participate in the energy management of
microgrids, if their participation is viable both technically and
economically. This article introduces an agent-based energy
management framework as a solution to enable ESSs, irrespec-
tive of their location and adherence to a microgrid, to take part
in the supply–demand management of microgrids through the
market-based approach.

In the proposed energy trading system, ESSs, generators,
and loads of microgrids are represented by agents. The ESSs
include two types of ESSs: 1) ESSs connected in a microgrid

(ESSLocal) and 2) global or external ESSs not adhered to any
microgrid (ESSOut), such as community ESSs. ESS agents (both
ESSLocal and ESSOut) interact with TE market operating agents
to participate in energy trading and, thus, get integrated into the
microgrids’ energy management. In the proposed framework,
two types of market models are presented: local storage market
model and global storage market model. In the case of the
local approach, external ESSs connected across the system are
encouraged to participate in the internal energy management of
microgrids. In this way, ESSs will be given more opportunities to
trade energy service irrespective of their location and adherence.
Alternatively, using the global approach, all the microgrids form
a pool to reinforce the microgrid-level energy management using
the energy imbalances of fellow microgrids and energy service
offered by all the ESSs on the network, i.e., both ESSLocal and
ESSOut. The concept was initially presented in [1] and further
developed as a fully scalable trading platform, as presented in
this article. The significant novelty of the work presented in this
article is centered to the smart-bidding strategies of ESSs agents
and attributing marginal distribution network losses to the corre-
sponding transactions to make the trading fair and transparent.
In addition, a fairly large case study system, compared to the
system presented in [1], is presented. The main contributions of
this article are given as follows.

1) Two energy storage market models are proposed to pro-
mote ESS (both ESSLocal and ESSOut) participation in de-
centralized energy trading in the interconnected microgrid
environment. These market models motivate ESSs to par-
ticipate either in local energy markets at the intramicrogrid
level or global energy market at the intermicrogrid level.

2) Detailed modeling of the rational bidding behavior of the
storage owners is presented. Also, a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm, known as SAQL algorithm, based bidding
strategy for ESSs to make their participation in the TE
markets profitable is presented.

3) A complex current-tracing-based loss estimation mecha-
nism to quantify the marginal change in network losses
caused by TE transactions between ESSs and microgrids
is presented.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The proposed
agent-based energy trading platform for ESSs and its different
markets models are presented in Section II. Section III details
the proposed auction-based electricity markets, modeling of the
rational bidding behaviors of the market players, the SAQL-
based bidding algorithm, and the market settlement mechanism
with marginal network losses. Section IV presents the case study
system and simulation results with necessary analysis. Finally,
Section V concludes this article.

II. PROPOSED ENERGY TRADING PLATFORM FOR

MARKET INTEGRATION OF ESSS

Fig. 1 shows the architectures of the proposed energy trading
platform for storage systems and the class of agents attached
to each level. It consists of the agents, viz., GenAs to represent
DGs, LoadAs to represent loads, StrAs to represent ESSs and
UA for the utility grid. The overall framework is built into
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Fig. 1. Proposed agent-based energy market framework for integrating ESSs into a multimicrogrid scenario. (a) Global storage market. (b) Local storage market.

three levels: local microgrid market, storage market, and global
energy market, with each level interacting with other levels in the
framework for market organization. The numbers shown next to
the communication links in Fig. 1 represent the sequence of data
exchanges, i.e., the order in which the agents communicate to
organize the markets.

Intramicrogrid market: This is an energy market within the
microgrid, where both DGs and loads participate. It is admin-
istered by an agent called MACA, which acts as an auctioneer.
It follows the CDA mechanism to clear the market in each DI,
and any mismatch in power is passed to subsequent levels for
clearance.

Storage market: In this level, an agent called SMA administers
the market among the available StrAs in its mandate. The SMA
issues set points to all StrAs either to charge or discharge or
at idle for the current DI based on the market outcome. The
market clearing mechanism followed by the SMA is detailed in
Section III-A. In addition, the SMA provides a prediction on
market clearing price to the StrAs, which helps them build an
optimal bidding strategy.

Intermicrogrid market: In this level, an agent called GACA
is responsible for administering the market among the intercon-
nected microgrids. In brief, it conducts auction among MACAs
and the SMA in the network to balance the mismatches in
microgrids centrally, which cannot be dealt with locally.

Besides the threefold architecture of the framework, it is
highly flexible that market levels can be rearranged as required
by the market operator to create more robust models by following
certain rules: 1) GenAs and LoadAs must be connected to a sin-
gle level and 2) intermicrogrid energy market level can interact
with all intramicrogrid market levels only after the local markets
are cleared. Using these rules, two different market models, viz.,
global storage market and local storage market models, are
proposed by rearranging the storage market level. Fig. 1(a) and
(b) shows the proposed market models along with the sequence
of communications among the agents in both models.

In the global storage market model, all the microgrid-level
markets are connected to the intermicrogrid market via the
agents, MACA and GACA. The SMA of the storage market

communicates with StrAs and GACA, and it takes control
of all StrAs in the network, i.e., both internal (ESSLocal) and
external (ESSOut) storage systems. SMA delivers the charge or
discharge or at idle signal to these StrAs based on the market
outcome.

In the case of the local storage market model, the market
is organized locally in each microgrid by the SMA; thus, ev-
ery microgrid has a storage market. In each microgrid storage
market, the auction is conducted by the MSMAi among the
internal storages and the external ESSs, which are willing to
participate. An external storage StrA can participate in n local
storage markets (n ≤ m), where m is the number of microgrids
in the system. For example, if an external storage with rated
capacityC participates inn local storage markets with capacities
of C1, C2, C3... and Cn, respectively, then

∑n
k=1 Ck ≤ C.

A. Global Storage Market

Fig. 1(a) shows the architectures of the global storage market.
Following are the steps involved in execution of the proposed
global storage market model for one DI.

Step 1: At the beginning of each DI, all GenAs and LoadAs
of the ith microgrid send the generation and demand
forecast together with bids to MACAi. Microgrid-
level energy auction (intramicrogrid energy market)
is conducted by MACAi, and the mismatch (ΔP i) is
identified. MACAs communicate the nonzero ΔP i

along with the corresponding bids to the intermicro-
grid level market organized by the GACA for further
clearance. In the case of the local storage market
model, this information is passed to the MSMA of
the microgrid.

Step 2: The GACA conducts energy auction among all the
microgrids. In this auction, MACAi participates as a
seller if ΔP i > 0, and buyer otherwise. The GACA
generates global energy mismatch (ΔP ) informa-
tion after the auction. For a nonzero ΔP value, the
GACA invites the SMA to support by sharing theΔP
information.
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Step 3: The SMA invites all StrAs by specifying the type of
ΔP (surplus or deficit). StrAs submit bids with unit
cost of energy and available capacity to charge or
discharge. The SMA conducts GSPA and identifies
the optimal set of ESSs to minimize ΔP along with
the unserved mismatch. This mismatch will be com-
municated back to the GACA.

Step 4: For a nonzero mismatch, the GACA requests the sup-
port from the UA, which supplies the deficit power at
grid selling price (πgs) and buys the surplus power at
grid buying price (πgb). The market outcome for each
microgrid’s mismatch is sent to the corresponding
MACA.

Step 5: Every MACA compiles the final market clearing
price for each GenA and LoadA and provides them
the final set points and the selling/buying price of
electricity.

B. Local Storage Market

Fig. 1(b) shows the architectures of the local storage market.
The execution of this market framework is similar to the global
storage market except Steps 2 and 3, which are as follows.

Step 2: MSMAi issues auction call to all StrAs (both internal
and external ESSs) specifying only the type of mis-
match (surplus or deficit). All StrAs submit the bids
that include unit price of energy and available po-
tential for charging or discharging, and the GSPA
auction will be conducted by MSMAi, where it iden-
tifies the optimal set of ESSs’ bids to minimize ΔP i

and computes the unserved mismatch after market
clearance (ΔP r). This will be communicated back
to MACAi along with the optimal set of ESSs bids.

Step 3: For nonzero mismatch, MACAi participates in global
market organized by the GACA. Every MACAi en-
rolls in the global market either as a seller ifΔP r > 0
or a buyer otherwise. The GACA organizes the CDA
market among the microgrids and declares the energy
contracts among the microgrids and computes the
final energy mismatch (ΔP ).

At this point, it is worthy to highlight that the global storage
market model facilitates storage owners connected anywhere in
the system (inside or outside a microgrid) to charge or discharge
for overall mismatch in the multimicrogrid system, irrespective
of their location in the system, and thus attracts more private
players to invest in storage setup installations. On the other hand,
the local storage market model allows external storage systems
with a choice to participate in any of the local microgrid markets,
thereby increasing the opportunity for them to gain more profit.

III. ENERGY MARKET MECHANISMS

In this section, the market clearance mechanism adopted by
the proposed set of market models, bidding strategy designed
for ESSs, and the transaction-based network loss allocation
mechanism are detailed. The market mechanisms used in the
proposed system are 1) the CDA mechanism, which is used

in both intra- and intermicrogrid-level energy markets and 2)
GSPA, which is used in storage market level.

CDA for energy market: Local and global energy markets
organize a subhourly (15 min) energy auction using the CDA
algorithm. It is a popular and widely used electricity market
mechanism, in which sellers submit their quotes (known as asks)
and buyers submit their quotes (known as bids) to the market
operators, which, in turn, declare the clearance of the market if
the lowest ask is greater than or equal to the highest bid in the
current market round, and the clearing price is the average of
these two prices. Therefore, it ensures least-cost dispatch of the
demand through auction.

Generalised Second Price Auction (GSPA) for storage mar-
ket: It is a type of electricity auction, where all the bidders quote
bids (sealed) simultaneously for a commodity (electricity) or an
opportunity to serve the load. Like the other forms of auctions,
GSPA identifies the winners based on prices quoted. The highest
quoted bidder is the Winner1 to gain the chance to acquire the
item (say a quantum of energy) at a price quoted by the next
highest bidder, say Winner2. If the availability of the item is
more than the requirement of Winner1, then Winner2 is selected
and asked to pay the price quoted by Winner3, and so on. It is
to be noted that GSPA is an extension of the popular Vickrey’s
second price auction mechanism. Also, in GSPA bidding, one’s
true value is the dominant winning strategy [19].

A. Modeling of StrAs Bidding Behavior

In the proposed system, the market participation behavior of
the StrAs is modeled in terms of eagerness to import or export the
energy depending on the present SOC. Thus, the eagerness of the
ith storage system to charge or discharge at time t, represented
as φi

C(t) or φi
D(t), respectively, can be modeled as a function

of the SOC and safe operating limits of the ESS as follows:

φi
C(t) =

[
ki

1− SCi
t

]

and φi
D(t) =

[
ki

SCi
t

]

(1)

SCi(t) =
SOCmax

i − SOCi(i)

SOCmax
i − SOCmin

i

(2)

where ki is a modeling parameter (private value) defined by the
owner of the ith storage system, SCi(t) is the capacity factor
for the ith storage system in interval t, and SOCrated

i and SOCmin
i

are the maximum and minimum permissible ratings of the ith
ESS in kilowatthour, respectively. SOCmin

i is decided by the
owner of storage taking the life of the ESS into consideration.
The participation of the ESS in auction markets shall generate
revenue for each charge–discharge cycle it undergoes, and the
profit will be generated if the charging bid is less than the
overall discharge bid. This connotes that ESSs quote higher
price for the energy than the equivalent unit cost of energy
accumulated through charging. The charging (CBidi(t)) and
discharging (DBidi(t)) bids of the ith storage system in interval
“t” are calculated as

CBidi(t) = CBEi(t)− φi
C(t) · αc

i (t) (3)

DBidi(t) = CBEi(t) + φi
D · αd

i (t) + Λi(t) (4)
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where CBEi(t) is the cost of banked energy of the ith storage
expressed in cents per kilowatthour. αc

i (t) and αd
i (t) are the

hyperparameters chosen by the StrAs based on their experience
and profit motivation. Λi(t) represents the component of battery
life degradation cost, which depends on the type of the battery
used in the ESS. In the proposed approach, it is assumed that
ESSs use Li-ion nickel cadmium aluminum type batteries, and
the corresponding cycle life degradation cost per kWh of ith

ESS at time t can be modeled as given in (5) and (6), where Dt

is the depth of discharge in kilowatthour at the end of the interval
t and PD is the power in kilowatt that the ESS can supply during
the interval t, CBat is the cost of battery in dollars, and Δt is the
length of the DI in hours. NDt

and NDt+1 are the corresponding
number of cycles of life of ESS in log-scale [20]

Λi(t) =

(
1

J(Dt+1)
− 1

J(Dt)

)

× CBat (5)

J(Dt) = 10NDt and Dt+1 = Dt + PD(t) ∗Δt. (6)

In (3) and (4), if α is zero, then the charging and discharging
bids differ by only the degradation cost, and for α = 1, the bids
are dictated by the eagerness and CBE. Thus, the value of α
decides optimum eagerness to be used to calculate the bids.
It is important to note that the higher values of α increase
the price quotes and may cause losing the auction as per the
GSPA mechanism. On the other hand, submitting lower bids
is not profitable to the ESS owners. In the proposed energy
management framework, a reinforcement learning algorithm is
proposed to assist the StrAs in calculating the optimum bid for
various scenarios using the SAQL algorithm [21].

1) SAQL-Algorithm-Based Bidding Strategy for ESSs: The
Q-learning algorithm belongs to the class of reinforcement al-
gorithms, whose basis resembles the animal survival strategies in
nature, i.e., continuous learning. The agents with the Q-learning
ability can effectively use the past experience to improve their
behavior strategically. Also, due to the model-free nature, it
is highly preferred for online applications, such as electricity
markets, to obtain an optimal decision by directly interacting
with the environment. In Q-learning theory, agent’s memory or
knowledge is represented by a matrix called Q-matrix, which
connects set of possible states of the environment, represented
by Ẑ = {z1, z2, . . ., zs}, to the set of actions that the agent
can perform, represented by Ŷ = {y1, y2, . . ., ya}. For each
state (zi) and action (yj) pair, the agent assigns a probability
(Q(i, j)) computed through continuous learning. This probabil-
ity indicates the chance of receiving the maximum reward (ρ)
by performing the action (yj)

Qk+1(z, y) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1− λ) ·Qk(z, y)

+λ · (ρk + γ · argmax
{y}

Qk+1(zk+1, y))

if z = zk and y = yk

Qk(z, y) otherwise

.

(7)

For example, during a learning stagek if the agent takes an action
yk for the state zk, then for the succeeding stages, the Q-update
rule is given by (7), where λ represents the learning rate and

Fig. 2. Storage market architecture with StrAs following SAQL-based
bidding.

γ represents the discount factor for the learning process. The
values of these parameters are chosen from the range (0,1] with
a caution that higher values of γ motivate the agent to choose
actions with high rewards in near future than in distant future.

In the proposed energy trading framework, StrAs built their
bidding strategy using theQ-learning algorithm. In this scenario,
the environment is market and is defined in terms of different
states based on the predicted market clearing price as Ẑmarket =
{z1 = πgb + δ, z2 = πgb + 2δ, . . ., zs = πgb + sδ}, where δ is
calculated as the ratio of the market range, i.e., (πgs − πgb),
to the number of states (s). The StrAs determine the state of
the environment as zi, if the predicted market clearing price
for an interval t (πp(t)), announced by the SMA, lies between
πgb + (i− 1)δ and πgb + iδ. Based on the observed state, each
StrA determines a suitable action, i.e., choosing a value forαc

i (t)
or αd

i (t) to calculate the bid, which yields the highest reward in
the current market round. Therefore, a set of actions is defined as
Ŷmarket = {y|yi = {(αmax − αmax)/a} ∗ i, ∀ i ∈ [1, a]}, where
a is the number of actions. In the case of sellers, i.e., discharging
the ESSs, the reward is equal to (MCP− πgb) · PD ·ΔT , and
in the case of buyers, i.e., charging of ESSs, it is equal to
(πgs −MCP) · PC ·ΔT , where PD and PC are the discharging
and charging powers in kilowatt, respectively, MCP is the trans-
action price assigned by the SMA, and ΔT is the duration of the
DI in hours. Based on the chosen action, the bids will be calcu-
lated using (3) and (4). The pseudocode of the SAQL algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1, and the schematic of the storage market
with StrAs following the proposed bidding algorithm is shown in
Fig. 2. It is important to note that the SAQL algorithm converges
faster than the conventional Q-learning algorithm due to the
randomness added by the ε-greedy policy [21]. This connotes
that the SAQL algorithm requires a significantly less number of
training iterations to converge on the optimal bidding policy for
the given market environment [21].

B. Marginal Network Losses of a Transaction

Energy losses caused by transactions between ESSs and mi-
crogrids must be quantified and allocated to both ends of the
transaction fairly. The losses greatly influence the profitability
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Algorithm 1: SAQL Algorithm.
1) Initialize Q(s× a) matrix with arbitrary values
2) For each training stage k,

a) Choose an arbitrary state z as initial state
b) For each step in the training stage

i) Choose an action yr randomly from the set of
actions

ii) Choose another action yp such that
yp = argmax

y∈̂Y
Qk−1(z, y)

iii) Choose a value for ε ∈ (0, 1) and select the
action yk such that

yk =

{
yr, if ε < exp

(
(Q(k−1)(z,y

r)−Q(k−1)(z,y
p))

Tk

)

yp, otherwise

iv) Implement action yk, receive the reward ρk, and
observe the next state z′

v) Update the Q-matrix using the rule given in (7)
vi) z ← z′

Until the desired state is z
c) Recalculate T as T(k+1) = θ × Tk, where

θ ∈ (0.5, 1)
Until the maximum number of training stages has

been analyzed.

of a transaction, as the cost of incremental losses must be paid to
the utility. In the proposed framework, a current-tracing-based
loss allocation mechanism is used to quantify the marginal losses
caused by each transaction. The method requires power flows on
the system, which are available only after the execution of the
transaction. However, to approve a new transaction, its marginal
loss contribution needs to be known a priori. Therefore, after
clearing the market, the GACA submits the list of possible
transactions to the UA, which evaluates the effect of the set of
transactions on the overall system loss and allocates the marginal
loss to each transaction. At this stage, the UA uses the most
recent power flows recorded on the system superimposed with
the additional flows caused by the transactions announced by
the GACA and the forecasted load change in the overall system.
The allocated losses together with the transaction details are
sent to the corresponding ESSs and microgrids via the SMA
and the GACA to assess the economic feasibility. The marginal
loss component of each transaction is estimated by the UA using
the following mechanism.

Let Îk = Ipk + jIqk be the most recently measured complex
current flow in a line k connected between nodes n1 and n2.
Let Lk be the power loss in line k, which is proportional
to |Îk|2. Using the proportional sharing principle, the current
contribution of each nodal injection in the system to the flow of
current in the line k can be traced [22]. Let Îk,m = Ipk,m + jIqk,m
be the contribution of a nodal injection at busm to the line current
Îk. If H sets all nodes that contribute to the flow on line k, then

Ipk + jIqk =
(∑

Ipk,m

)

m∈H
+
(∑

Iqk,m

)

m∈H
. (8)

Let Lk,m be the portion of losses on the line k assigned to the
nodal injection at bus m. It can be expressed as

Lk,m =
(
(Ipk,m)2 + (Iqk,m)2 + Uk,m

)
× rk (9)

where rk is the resistance of the line k and Uk,m is a function
representing the contribution of cross terms

Uk,m = βp
k,m · Ipk,m

∑
Ipk,i

i∈H,i �=m

+ βq
k,m · Iqk,m

∑
Iqk,i

i∈H,i�=m

(10)

βp
k,m =

2 · (Ipk,m)2

(Ipk,m)2 + (Iqk,m)2
, βq

k,m =
2 · (Iqk,m)2

(Ipk,m)2 + (Iqk,m)2
.

(11)

Also, βq
k,m + βp

k,m = 2. It is important to note that the above
procedure is using the most recent measurements taken on the
system. In order to find the effect of the new set of transactions,
the UA has to estimate the changes in each line flow caused
by the transactions and usual load change across the system.
The system load change can be identified using the forecasted
demand curve. The effect of the estimated load change together
with the market-based energy transactions can be found by using
the PTDF approach [23], as shown in the following.

If a transaction is set to occur between the nodes s and d,
then the change in current flowing through the line k can be
approximated using the PTDF as

ΔIs,dk ≈ PTDFs→d,k ×
(
Ss,d

Vl

)∗
(12)

where ΔIs,dk is the change in current flow in the line k due to
the scheduled transaction between nodes s and d, Ss,d = ps,d +
j · qs,d is the volume of power transferred between the nodes s
and d, Vl is the voltage at node l, and PTDFs→d,k is the PTDF
of the line k for the transaction between the nodes s and d. It
is a constant value calculated using the line reactances [23]. In
addition to the energy transactions, the system load variation
also alters the line flows. The UA can predict the load variation
using the forecasted daily load curve of the system. This load
variation can be modeled as a group of transactions between each
load on the system and the utility, and their impact on line flows
can also be analyzed using the PTDF approach given in (12).
Therefore, the overall effect of both market-based transactions
and load variation on each line in the system can be found as

Înew
k = Ipk + jIqk ≈ Îold

k +
∑

(s,d)∈G
ΔI

(s,d)
k (13)

whereG is the set of both market-based and load-variation-based
transactions. The new flows will be used to calculate the losses
in each line and the portion of loss allocated to the node s using

PLoss(s) =
∑

k∈All lines

Lk,s. (14)

Using PLoss(s), the losses caused by a transaction between the
nodes s and d can determined as

PLoss(s→d) = PLoss(s) ∗ ps,d
ps

(15)
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Fig. 3. 123-node distribution network with eight microgrids and ESSs.

where ps is the total power injection at node s in kilowatt. The
losses assigned to each transaction are then informed to the
corresponding ESSs and microgrids. In the proposed framework,
it is assumed that the energy required to compensate the losses
are supplied by the utility at πgs, and each trader verifies the
economic feasibility of the transaction based on the cost of losses
assigned using this price.

IV. CASE STUDY

The proposed energy trading system for ESSs is applied
to a modified IEEE 123-node distribution network with eight
microgrids and eight external storage systems (ESSout), as shown
in Fig. 3. The locations of microgrids are chosen as per the data
provided in [24], whereas the locations of ESSs are chosen to
have at least one ESS per each section of the system. The sections
can be formed using tie-line switches available in the system.
The tie-line switches connecting different sections, i.e., nodes
13 to 152, 18 to 135, 54 to 94, and 97 to 197, are considered as
normally closed to maintain the radial structure of the network.
Each microgrid is modeled as a combination of two DGs (wind
based), two loads, and an internal ESS (ESSLocal). The ratings
of DGs in each microgrid are chosen as 150 and 200 kW, and
the forecast of their power generation is taken from [14]. The
forecast for power consumption of loads is chosen such that
the overall power mismatches in the microgrids are as shown in
Fig. 4. The overall system is simulated using OpenDSS, and the
proposed agent system is implemented on the JADE framework
and connected to OpenDSS using com4j package.

The ratings of the ESSs (both ESSLocal and ESSOut) are
provided in Table I. The initial SOCs of all ESSs are chosen from
the range [SOCmin,SOCmax]. Also, the length of DI is chosen as
15 min; thus, a day contains 96 intervals. The value of πgs is
chosen as 13.5 ¢/kWh, whereas the buying price, πgb, is chosen
as 9 ¢/kWh, which is the feed in tariff of the grid [25]. The DGs
and loads of each microgrid submit the forecast of generation and
demand, respectively, for the immediate next interval with the
corresponding bids to the MACA of the microgrid. The MACA
clears the market using the least-cost dispatch mechanism, i.e.,
the CDA. The mismatches that cannot be balanced locally are

Fig. 4. Forecast of power mismatches in the microgrids in kilowatt.

TABLE I
RATINGS OF ESSS IN THE SYSTEM

the prime focus of the proposed trading mechanism. These mis-
matches are managed using the local storage market approach
within the microgrid or by following the global storage market
approach among the microgrids.

The price forecast model followed by the SMA is taken as
c0 + c1 × (ΔP ), where c0 is taken as 11.25 ¢/kWh and c1 as
−0.042 ¢/(kW2 · h) [26]. The price forecast model is designed
based on the market price range, [πgb, πgs], such that under the
zero-mismatch condition, the market clears at the average of the
price range. Upon requested by the SMA, StrAs participate in the
storage market by submitting the bids calculated using the SAQL
algorithm given in Section III-A. For this, the market is defined
in terms of 20 states, and the number of actions of the agents
(choosing a value of αc or αd) is chosen as 25. The modeling
parameters used by StrAs are taken as follows. The learning
rate λ for ESS-1, ESS-3, ESS-6, and ESS-7 is chosen from
the uniformly distributed range of values U [0.8, 0.9], whereas
for other external ESSs, it is chosen from the range U [0.6, 0.8]
to distinguish the traders based on their learning ability. Also,
the learning rate for internal ESSs is chosen as zero, which
indicates that they have no learning ability. Using the above
parameters, the StrAs are allowed to learn the bidding strategies
of the competitors using the SAQL algorithm from the market
trial runs. For the presented system, a total of 537 market trail
runs for the local market approach and 412 trial runs for the
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TABLE II
PROFITS OF THE ESSS FROM LOCAL STORAGE MARKETS

global approach were conducted to allow the StrAs to converge
on achieving the Q-matrix that reflect their rational bidding
behavior. After the training episode, the agents are set to bid
in the storage markets using the case study data presented in
earlier part of this section.

A. Local Storage Market Approach

Under this approach, the energy mismatches in microgrids are
managed using internal ESSs of the microgrids and the ESSOut

that have agreed with the microgrids to support the local energy
balancing. In this case study, it is assumed that each external ESS
participates in two different microgrids with 50% of its capacity,
i.e., each 20-kW (60-kWh capacity) ESSOut participates in two
distinct local storage markets of microgrids as a substorage
with 10-kW (30-kWh capacity) rating. For example, if the first
substorage of an ESS got a contract to deliver 7 kW (discharge) to
one microgrid, while the second one got a contract to consume
5 kW (charge) from another microgrid, then the actual power
delivered by the ESS is only 2 kW.

In each DI, based on the supply–demand mismatch in the
microgrids, both internal and external ESSs (referred as local
traders) participate in the market. Table II shows the association
of external ESSs with the microgrids in the system. For example,
ESS1 participates in the local energy balancing of MG2 and
MG8 and, thus, has a nonzero profit values in the corresponding
rows of these microgrids. In any interval, local traders submit
the bids based on the price forecast and mismatch information
of the subsequent interval provided by the SMA. As described in
Section II-B, the SMA follows the second price auction to decide
the winners and balances the mismatch based on the auction
outcome.

For example, Fig. 5(a) shows a comparison between the
mismatches in MG1 before and after organizing the local en-
ergy storage market. The mismatches that cannot be minimized
further using ESSs are balanced by the utility grid at πgs or πgb

depending on the volume of mismatch. But, in the case of MG1,
the mismatches are balanced by local traders without the support
of the utility grid; thus, the postmismatches are zero, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b)–(d) shows the schedule of substorages of
ESS3, ESS2, and ESSLocal of MG1, respectively, identified by
the SMA using the auction algorithm. From the figure, it can be
observed that the external ESSs, i.e., the substorages of ESS3 and
ESS2, are preferred over the ESSLocal to balance the mismatches

Fig. 5. (a) Power mismatches in MG1. Charging and discharging schedules
of substorages of (b) ESS3, (c) ESS2, and (d) ESSLocal of MG1.

Fig. 6. (a) Power mismatches in MG5. Charging and discharging schedules
of substorages of (b) ESS3, (c) ESS4, and (d) ESSLocal of MG5.

Fig. 7. Charging and discharging schedules of ESS3 and its substorages.

in MG1. This is because the bids placed by ESS3 and ESS2 have
undercut the bids of ESSLocal due to their higher learning rates.
Fig. 6 shows the power imbalances of MG3 and charging and
discharging schedules of associated ESSs. Similar to MG1, the
external storage systems have outperformed the local storage
system (ESSLocal of MG5). Also, it can be observed that the bids
placed by ESS3 had undercut the bids of ESS4 due to the high
learning rate of ESS3. From Figs. 5 and 6, the actual schedule
of ESS3 can be obtained by aggregating the schedules of its
substorages, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows the power imbalances of MG3, and charging
and discharging schedules of associated ESSs. From the figure,
it can be observed that the power imbalances are not completely
suppressed by the ESSs, as all the three ESSs have no sufficient
power for discharging during the interval 52. Therefore, MG3
purchased the required power from the intermicrogrid market to
satisfy the demand.
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Fig. 8. (a) Power mismatches in MG3. Charging and discharging schedules
of substorages of (b) ESS5, (c) ESS7, and (d) ESSLocal of MG3.

The market simulation is repeated using the monthly data
obtained by adding ±10% variation to the data presented in
Fig. 4. Table II presents the monthly overall profit obtained by
ESSs by participating in local storage markets of the microgrids.
Based on the comparison, it can be understood that ESSs that
follow the SAQL algorithm to bid in the market certainly gain
higher profits than the ESSs with no learning, i.e., ESSLocal. Also,
ESSs with higher learning rate, i.e., ESS1, ESS3, ESS6, and
ESS7, have gained relatively more profit than the ESSs with less
learning rate, i.e., ESS2, ESS4, ESS5, and ESS8. For example,
ESS3 gained a profit of $106.7, whereas ESS2 obtained $73.1
only.

The net profit values given in Table II are calculated by
subtracting the total cost of network losses allocated to each ESS
from the profit gained by the ESSs. The losses and corresponding
cost are calculated by assuming that the losses on the system are
balanced by the utility grid at πgs, as described in Section III-B.
The total cost of losses allocated to ESSs in a month is indicated
in Table II. It is important to note that the losses allocated to an
ESS is the sum of losses allocated to all the transactions between
the ESS and the microgrids.

B. Global Storage Market Approach

Unlike the local approach, in this case, the supply–demand
mismatches in microgrids are balanced in a pool-based market,
and all the ESSs in the system, including the internal storages of
microgrids, are utilized to balance the overall mismatch in the
pool. The MACA of each microgrid forwards the mismatches to
the GACA along with bids and offers for each interval. In this
approach, the energy trading among the microgrids happened
first using the CDA mechanism, and the net mismatch that cannot
be balanced by the microgrids is then announced to the SMA.
The StrAs of all ESSs submitted bids to the SMA based on
the amount of mismatch by following the SAQL algorithm de-
scribed in Section III-A1. The simulation is carried out using the
month data as described in the local approach. Table III presents
the overall profit gained by ESSs and the cost of losses allocated
to ESSs. From the simulation results, it can be observed that the
bids of the ESSs with higher learning rate have outperformed
the energy trading strategies of ESSs without or less learning
rate.

TABLE III
PROFITS OF THE ESSS FROM GLOBAL STORAGE MARKETS

Similar to the local storage market simulation, the net profit
gained by ESSs indicated in Table III shows the profit after
subtracting the cost of power loss allocated to ESSs. For the
case study system taken, the mismatch in all the microgrids after
the global storage market is zero. This is due to 1) the diverse
nature of the load consumption in the microgrids causing the
aggregated mismatch in the pool significantly diminish and b)
the aggregated capacity of ESSs is strong enough to address the
mismatches in the pool. However, this may not always be the
case in practical scenarios, where the aggregated mismatch can
be beyond the capacity of ESSs. In such cases, it will be balanced
by the utility grid. Unlike the previous market model, in this
approach, the ESSLocal of a microgrid can trade its service to
other microgrids to address their mismatches in those micro-
grids. Thus, losses are also allocated to the internal ESSs, as
shown in Table III.

C. Discussion

By comparing the profits earned by ESSs in two approaches
(see Tables II and III), it can be observed that ESSs were used
more often in energy management of microgrids in the local
storage market model than in the global approach. In the former
case, ESSs located close to the microgrids will be preferred over
the distant ESSs. This is because, in a radial network, the losses
caused by a transactions between the microgrids and the nearest
ESSs is less compared to the transactions between MGs and
remote ESSs. For example, in Table II, the profit earned ESS1
from the local storage market of MG8 is less compared to the
profit earned from MG2 due the losses allocated to the trans-
actions between MG8 and ESS1. However, if the cost of losses
assigned to the transaction are in the acceptable limits to both
parties of the transaction, then ESSs located at any node of the
system can participate in local storage market of any microgrid.
In this way, the local approach provides more opportunities for
ESSs to trade energy and earn profit, which eventually promotes
large-scale deployment of ESSs in distribution grids.

On the other hand, the global approach reduces the burden
on ESSs, as the mismatches in the microgrids are aggregated
in the pool. However, ESSs were used to balance the overall
mismatches after aggregation. It is also important to observe
that the installed capacity of ESSs is not fully utilized, indicating
that a smaller capacity of the ESSs is sufficient compared to the
local approach to balance the mismatches in microgrids using
this approach. Moreover, the global approach extends the scope
of internal storage systems of a microgrid to other microgrids in
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the cost of network losses attributed to ESSs.

the system. It is to be noted that the changes in the energy mix
or consumer behaviors/load types cause the power imbalances
to be addressed by the ESSs change, which eventually changes
the price of electricity in both intra- and intermicrogrid markets.
The new prices motivate StrAs to reconstruct the optimal bidding
policies as per the proposed bidding strategy.

Fig. 9 presents a comparison among the cost of network losses
attributed to the ESSs in both the approaches. As shown in the
Fig. 9, the losses assigned to ESS1 in the local approach are
higher than rest of the ESSs. This is because ESS1 participates
in the local storage market of MG8, which is electrically far
from ESS1. Similarly, ESS6 also has high share of losses due to
its participation in the local markets of MG6. In Fig. 9, the cost
of losses paid by ESSs in the global storage market is relatively
small compared to the local approach. This is because the bids
of ESSs located close to the microgrids have undercut the bids
of the ESSs located far from the microgrids.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents an agent-based flexible energy trading
framework to reinforce the energy management in intercon-
nected microgrid systems by strategically integrating both exter-
nal and internal ESSs into the trading. The framework suggests
two market models: global and local storage markets. The former
model forms a spot market for microgrids to transact the energy
imbalances with each other and then allows ESSs connected
anywhere in the system to trade their services to minimize the
aggregated mismatch.

On the other hand, the local storage market approach manages
the energy mismatches in microgrids locally by allowing some
of the external storages to trade their services in the internal spot
market. Hence, external ESSs connected across the system can
transact in multiple spot markets with their desired capacity not
exceeding the rated capacity. However, the location of storage
plays an important role in cost dynamics of ESSs due to losses
accompanied during the transfer of power between the ESSs and
microgrids in a real lossy network. The proposed SAQL-based
bidding algorithm allows the ESSs owners to outperform the
competitors by learning their bidding strategies. The proposed
model is implemented on a 123-bus distribution system with
multiple microgrids and community-based ESSs. The market
simulation results proved that the proposed energy trading plat-
form and the bidding algorithm can make the integration of ESSs
into a multimicrogrid system viable and promote the large-scale
deployment of ESSs in distribution systems.
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